We found dynamic ferromagnetic correlations at the room temperature in perovskite manganites which have an antiferromagnetic insulating ground state.
Metallic ferromagnetism in the mixed-wlent manganites of perovskite structure, such as Lal-,ChMnOs [l] , can be understood by Zener's double exchange mechanism [2] . Theoretical calculations of the double exchange.mode1 predict ferromagnetic behavior for all doping with a maximum Curie temperature Tc at x = 0.5 [3] . In real materials, the ferromagnetic metallic phase occurs only around x -0.3 [4] where most current research is concentrated due to the colossal magnetoresistance [5] . Outside this composition range, the ground state is insulating with various types of antiferromagnetic order [6] . Recently we discovered with neutron scattering that dynamic spin correlations are ferroinagnetic at high temperatures for B i l -, C~M n O~ in composition range 0.74 5 x _< 0.82 where the low temperature state is the Gtype antiferromagnetic insulator [7] . Fig. 1 shows a composition-temperature phase diagram for Bil-,ChMnOa. It is similar to the phase diagram of Lal-,ChMn03 in the overlapping composition range [8] . However, work reported here was made possible by our successful growth of single crystals in (Bi,Ca)MnOs.
The resistivity p and the magnetic susceptibility x are shown in Fig. 2(a) for a z = 0.82 sample. The p increases steeply below 210 K where the x shows an inflection similar to that at a long range antiferromagnetic transition. However the Weiss constant 0 deduced from x at high temperatures is positive and corresponds t o a temperature marked in the figure where another anomaly occurs in x. We showed with polarized neutron scattering that this lower temperature with a less conspicuous anomaly in x is actually the NCel temperature for the Gtype antiferromagnetic order [7] , and the order parameter is shown in Fig. 2(b) . At 210 K, where x has a sharp turn, there is a charge ordering transition. The intensity of the superlattice peak as measured with electron diffraction is shown in Fig. 2 (c). Concurrent with the charge ordering is a structural transition as evidenced by splitting of fundamental nuclear Bragg peaks (refer to oien circles in Fig. 2(c) ). Charge ordering and accompanying anomalies in thermodpamic properties have also been observed by us in Lal-,ChMnOs (x' > 0.5) [8] .
We found [7] that above the charge ordering transition, the exchange interaction between
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spins is ferromagnetic. This shows up in ferromagnetic dynamic spin clusters which we were able to measure directly with neutron scattering. When charges order, which is also reflected in the steep increase of transport gap (refer to Fig. 2(a) ), ferromagnetic exchange interaction is replaced by antiferromagnetic exchange. This is illustrated in Fig. 2(d) where the intensity of ferromagnetic spin clusters gives away to that of antiferromagnetic spin clusters. The latter condense to the long range antiferromagnetic order at 160 K in a conventional second order transition.
In summary, we found that the magnetic interaction is ferromagnetic at high temperatures for mixed-valent manganites with antiferromagnetic insulating ground state. This suggests that the double exchange mechanism is not limited to the finite composition range for the ferromagnetic metallic state. Charge localization and ordering at low temperatures, however, change the nature of magnetic exchange, which now is due to superexchange. The charge ordering resembles a freezing transition, therefore, electron localization may be driven by entropy.
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